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SEKHMET by Kevin Thomas, Eric Gunter, and Michael Bucknall

In S.B. Morrows “The Dawning Moon of the Mind”, these works are studied as presenting the universal
intersection between poetry and religion. A line from one of these works declares “I am one who eats people and
lives on Gods” in a set of utterances known as the (*) cannibal hymn. The offering and insignia rituals detailed in these
works would typically end with a “reversion of offerings” to the deceased and the smashing of vases. Personal versions of
these texts can replace ritual versions by interjecting the name of the deceased, such as when these texts compare Unis to
Osiris and Horus. For 10 points, name these texts which detail spells that assist those buried to reunite their Ka and their
Ba in a namesake building.
ANSWER: Pyramid Texts [prompt on funerary texts, Akhmakers, and Akhifiers]
<Literature, MB>

Nebu is a hieroglyph depicting a collar with seven dangling spines that signifies this substance; when paired with
the determinative for goddess, that hieroglyph signifies an epithet for Hathor named for this substance. In a letter
to Amenhotep III, the Mitanni king Tushratta claimed this substance was “more plentiful than dirt” in Egypt.
Egyptologist Nicholas Reeves suggested an object made of this material may have originally belonged to the female
pharaoh Neferneferuaten due to traces of her erased cartouche from it. In 2021, an archaeological team led by
Kathleen Martinez discovered mummies at the Taposiris Magna temple in Alexandria with (*) tongues made of this
substance to allow them to speak before Osiris in the afterlife. Pyramidions atop obelisks were often covered with a
naturally occurring alloy of silver and this substance called electrum. For 10 points, name this precious metal used to
make the funerary shrine and mask of Tutankhamun.
ANSWER: gold
<Mixed, EG>

Several reliefs on the golden shrine of Tutankhamun depict Queen Ankhesenamun holding one of these objects
toward Tutankhamun. The tops of Old Kingdom examples of these objects were shaped like naos shrines. Aeneas’
shield depicts a queen holding one of these objects, which became more widespread throughout the Roman empire
due to the spread of the cult of Isis. The cult center for the cult of Bat was known as the “mansion of” this object,
with which (*) Bat is closely associated. Types of these objects include the simpler sekhem, and the
onomatopoeically-named sesheshet. Bastet is often depicted holding an aegis and one of these objects. The name of the
god Ihy refers to playing this instrument, which is played to worship his mother, Hathor. For 10 points, name this musical
instrument, a rattle consisting of metal rods.
ANSWER: sistrum [accept sekhem or sesheshet before mention]
<Mixed, EG>

Images of prisoners captured by this pharoah are present on faience tiles excavated from this ruler’s palace at Tell
el-Yahudiya. A“screaming mummy” known as Unknown Man E, is thought to be the corpse of one of this ruler’s



sons. Hungry workers in Deir-el Medina orchestrated the first-known labor strike during the reign of this ruler.
The Judicial Papyrus of Turin records a list of trial defendants including Pebekkamen who stood accused for a
crime committed against this pharoah. The embalmers of this pharoah replaced his amputated toe with one made
of linen following his death. A 42 meter long papyrus known as the Great (*) Harris Papyrus, recalls temple donations
made by this ruler and provides a brief summary of his reign. During the Beautiful Feast of the Valley, this ruler’s son and
wife, Pentawaret and Queen Tiye, carried out the harem conspiracy which resulted in this pharaoh's death. This pharaoh
fought back an invading force at the Battle of Djahy and the Battle of the Delta. For 10 points, name this second 20th
Dynasty Pharaoh whose mortuary temple at Medinet Habu depicts his defeat of the invading Sea Peoples.
ANSWER: Ramesses III [or Ramses III or Rameses III; prompt on Ramesses or Ramses or Rameses]]
<New Kingdom, KT>

A spell from the pyramid texts on the east gable of Teti’s burial chamber describes how this group will remove his
hunger and thirst. Texts from the tombs of Pepy I and Merenre I call on this group to fetch a “Khnum-made boat”
and describe them as “watchmen of the Nile-Valley land” who “live on Maat and lean on their electrum staves.” A
relief from the tomb of Ay depicts this group surrounding his sarcophagus. Ra assigned members of this group of
deities to the cities of (*) Pe or Nekhen, and Middle Kingdom coffins depict two of them on the head and two on the feet.
These deities are depicted as the pillars of Shu, and represent the four cardinal directions. In some myths, Sobek saves
these deities from drowning by fishing them from the Nile with a net. For 10 points, name this group of deities, the
personifications of canopic jars.
ANSWER: four sons of Horus [accept Imsety, Duamutef, Hapi, and Qebehsenuef in any order]
<Mythology, EG>

Vienna’s Papyrus Vindob 3873 details a ritual performed after this event. Aelian relates how the thigh bones of one
man who caused this type of event were used to create sword hilts while his flesh was fed to cats. Aelian relates how
the eunuch Bagoas killed Artaxerxes III Ochus because the ruler had sacrificed the victim of this type of event to a
donkey. Pliny relates how a ritual drowning during one of these events was performed if one figure had grown too
old. A structure used after these events was unearthed by Auguste Mariette and was the (*) Serapeum of Saqqara.
The death of Smerdis is attributed by Herodotus to a ruler’s madness caused by one of these events which occurred after
that ruler stabbed a knife into one figure’s thigh. After these events, priests would seek out a black figure that had a knot
under its tongue and a three-cornered white spot on its forehead. For 10 points, Cambyses II was supposedly driven mad
after he caused what type of event involving a sacred Egyptian bovine?
ANSWER: death of the Apis bull [accept killing the Apis bull; accept similar answers]
<Post-New Kingdom, KT>

It’s not the 20th dynasty, but evidence of damnatio memoriae present within the tombs of officials lends credence to
Manetho’s claim that the first ruler of this dynasty was assassinated by his bodyguard. During this dynasty, the
palace official Weni presided over the secret trial of Queen Weret-yamtes who was guilty of conspiring against a
ruler of this dynasty. Herodotus relates that a queen from this dynasty avenged her brother’s death by inviting his
murderers to a banquet before opening up a channel that flooded the room. That possibly fictional queen is
Nitocris. This dynasty’s first ruler was Teti. During an expedition into Nubia, the governor Harkhuf brought back
a dancing (*) dwarf to entertain a young ruler from this dynasty. A ruler of this dynasty is said to have smeared honey
onto his slaves to attract flies. Manetho alleged that a ruler of this dynasty lived for 94 years. The growing power of
nomarchs and priests combined with a drought is thought to have aided in the transition from this dynasty into the First
Intermediate Period. For 10 points, Pepy II was a ruler of what final Old Kingdom Dynasty?
ANSWER: Sixth Dynasty
<Predynastic/Old Kingdom, KT>

A figure claiming to be the son of a charioteer in this work watches a group of boys practice jumping as part of
their daily routine. In this work, a princess saves her future husband from her father by proclaiming that she will



starve herself to death should he be taken away from her. The titular character of this work wins the hand of the
prince of Nahrin’s daughter by jumping up seventy cubits to reach a window. The wife of this work’s protagonist
saves his life at night by laying out bowls of wine and beer to intoxicate a (*) snake before killing it with a hatchet. A
king in this work relents to his son’s demand for a dog despite an earlier prophecy given by the Seven Hathors. This work
ends abruptly after a crocodile requests the aid of the titular character in a fight against a water demon. This non-love song
work was discovered alongside The Capture of Joppa on Papyrus Harris 500. For 10 points, name this work whose title
royal is fated to die by either a crocodile, snake, or dog.
ANSWER: “Tale of The Doomed Prince” [accept “Tale of the Foredoomed Prince”]
<Literature, KT>

One work in this genre contrasts a “silent man” with a “heated man”, and is attributed to Kagemni. In the final
lines of an epilogue to one of these works, the scribe Khonshotep enigmatically concludes that when an infant finds
speech, it asks for bread. Another work in this genre is divided into two sections, the first dedicated to extolling the
virtue of the pharaoh and the need to obey him, and the second to the virtues of the common man: that work in
this genre is titled for loyalists. A title vizier declares the ills of old age before offering his son (*) some title phrases
such as “Great is Maat” and “listening befits the listener” in another work in this genre. For 10 points, name this genre
which gives ethical and practical advice to its listeners, which include works like the maxims of Ptahhotep.
ANSWER: Sebyat [accept Wisdom Literature, accept Instructions, accept Teachings, accept Maxims before mention]
<Other, MB>

The antichrist referenced in the Coptic Apocalypse of Elijah is believed to refer to the founder of this empire. The
Historia Augusta mentions that a ruler of this empire claimed descent from Cleopatra and the Ptolemaic Dynasty.
Superior local knowledge provided by the Egyptian Timagenes allowed this empire to force the suicide of a general
at a battle near the Babylon Fortress. Upon learning that the prefect Tenagino Probus had left to fight pirates,
opportunistic forces led by this empire’s general (*) Zabdas invaded Egypt. Coins printed at the Alexandrian mint
following this empire’s invasion depict this empire’s ruler, Vaballathus, on one side and Aurelian on the other. In this
empire’s capital city, Egyptian pink granite columns made up a tetrapylon that was destroyed by ISIS in 2017. For 10
points, name this empire whose ruler, Queen Zenobia, annexed Egypt.
ANSWER: Palmyrene Empire [or Palmyrene Kingdom; accept Palmyra]
<Post-New Kingdom,KT>

Description acceptable. A book attributed to medieval Islamic scholar Ibn-Wahshiyya titled The Book of Desire of
the Maddened Lover shows evidence of this task. This task is the subject of the book MÉMOIRE written by Johan
David Åkerblad. An early breakthrough in accomplishing this task was Ibn-Wahshiyya’s discovery of symbols
called determinatives. The Philae Obelisk aided in this task due to its inscriptions of (*) cartouches of the names of
Ptolemy and Cleopatra, which suggested Thomas Young had done this task incorrectly to a cartouche of Ptolemy. This
task was accomplished by Jean-François Champollion, who discovered that a certain system on a Ptolemaic decree was
both ideographic and phonetic. For 10 points, name this task of deciphering Egyptian orthography, which was
significantly aided by the discovery of the Rosetta Stone.
ANSWER: translating hieroglyphics [accept equivalents like translating the Egyptian language]
<Other, EG>

The gods Amun, Min, Horus, and Ptah are seen crowning a ruler of this name on column reliefs that originated in
that ruler’s White Chapel. It’s not Necho, but in his treatise, Meteorology, Aristotle relates that a ruler of this name
was the first to attempt a construction of the Canal of the Pharaohs. A ruler with this name was the first to
realistically portray himself as a mature, worn-out, and aging man in his sculpture. A cartouche containing the
throne name of a ruler with this name is grasped by falcons in a bejeweled pectoral that belonged to that ruler’s
daughter Sithathoryunet; that pectoral was found in the princess’ tomb located near her father’s pyramid at (*) El



Lahun. The Story of Sinuhe relates how a man with this name left his Libyan Campaign upon learning of the assassination
of his father, Amenemhat I. For 10 points, give this name of three Egyptian pharaohs from the 12th Dynasty.
ANSWER: Senusret [accept Senusret I, Senusret II,and Senusret III; accept Sesostris and Senwosret in place of
Senusret]
<IP/Middle Kingdom, KT>

Abrasions present on objects resembling the teeth of these creatures indicate that they may have been used to draw
protective circles around young mothers. Those objects, which protected against evil forces, were known as
apotropaic wands or magic knives. Plutarch relates that the people of Hermopolis imprinted their sacred cakes
with an image of a bound one of these creatures associated with “Typhon” or “Seth.” The goddesses Ipy, Reret, and
Hedjet are primarily associated with these animals. A popular blue faience statue of one of these creatures is
nicknamed William. A goddess of (*) childbirth primarily associated with these animals is often depicted with the
dwarven god Bes. That goddess is Taweret. During their “contendings,” Isis’ harpoons strike both Horus and Set as they
fight in the guise of these animals. Ammit has the hindquarters of this animal. For 10 points, they’re not elephants, but the
ivory tusks of what large, river-dwelling mammals were used in ancient Egyptian carvings?
ANSWER: hippopotamus [accept hippopotamus amphibius; accept common hippopotamus and river hippopotamus; do
not accept or prompt on pygmy hippopotamus] (Apotropaic knives were also made out of hippo ivory and were used to
protect against evil forces during childbirth)
<Mythology, KT>

In a W.V. Davies paper titled “The Origin of [this object],” Davies discusses how the determinative of the
hieroglyph on the first depiction of this object does not actually represent it. The earliest depiction of this object
comes from Neferhotep III’s Stela JE59635. This object is depicted patterned with small circles, contributing to the
theory it was covered in metal disks, or crafted with an open triaxial (*) weave. After a period of disuse, the increase
in status of royal women during the Amarna Period saw this object used by Nefertiti and her daughters. Depictions of this
object ceased during Kushite reign, replacing it with the Kushite cap crown. For 10 points, name this piece of New
Kingdom royal regalia often worn during battle instead of white or red counterparts.
ANSWER: khepresh [or blue crown or war crown; prompt on crown]
<New Kingdom, EG>

The earliest Egyptian fresco and first example of a painted tomb are traced to this period’s Tomb 100 in
Hierakonpolis. During this period, the “piriform” style macehead replaced the previous disk-shaped style. The
earliest depictions of the Seth animal were found either in a tomb from the early division of this period, or on a
ceremonial macehead from its later division. This period succeeded one characterized by black-topped pottery
centered at (*) Badari. Flinders Petrie divided this period into three sub-periods, the Amratian, Gerzean, and Semainean.
Ivory tags containing evidence of the earliest Egyptian writing were unearthed from Tomb U-j, the burial site of this
period’s ruler Scorpion I. For 10 points, name this period of Egyptian prehistory named for a city in Upper Egypt.
ANSWER: Naqada Period [or Naqada Culture; accept Naqada I, Naqada II, or Naqada III; prompt on Protodynastic]
<Predynastic/Old Kingdom, EG>

A skull cap emblazoned with a double uraeus characterizes one of these objects from Kawa’s Temple T; that object
depicts the Kushite ruler Taharqo. The second largest one of these objects in Egypt is located in Memphis and is
made of calcite. A series of these objects thought to depict a Hyksos ruler, but actually depict Amenemhat III were
excavated from Tanis and are characterized by the replacement of the nemes headdress with a (*) lion’s mane.
Examples of these sculptures with the heads of a ram were prefixed with “crio-”. A procession from the Temple of Karnak
to the Temple of Luxor known as the Opet Festival saw a barque containing the Theban Triad paraded down an “avenue”
named for these sculptures. A stelae discovered near one of these sculptures relates how Thutmose IV was offered the
throne by a mythical creature if he removed the sand covering that sculpture. That stelae is the Dream Stelae. For 10
points, name these sculptures, a “Great” one of which, with the head of Khafre and the body of a lion, is located at Giza.



ANSWER: sphinx [prompt on statues or sculptures or dyads prior to the mention of sculptures]
<Arts, KT>

Description acceptable. An inscription on a quarry at Wadi Hammamat describes the first one of these events since
the Old Kingdom as “3000 men strong” and under the command of Mentuhotep III’s steward Henenu. The first
recorded example of one of these events was organized by the Fifth Dynasty pharaoh Sahure. A depiction of one of
these events is recognized for its realistic depiction of Queen Ati, which led some scholars to argue she may have
suffered from steatopygia. (*) Myrrh trees obtained in one of these events were replanted in a mortuary temple complex,
the first recorded attempt to transplant foreign trees. A depiction of one of these events is found on the left colonnade in
the middle court of its instigator’s mortuary temple at Deir el-Bahari. For 10 points, Hatshepsut led ships accomplishing
what feat involving trade with a southern neighbor?
ANSWER: trade expeditions to Punt [accept equivalents, prompt on trade expeditions]
<New Kingdom, EG>

Texts on this discipline and how it could be applied to children were found alongside reed pens and wands in the
“Ramesseum Magician's box”. Peshet is often credited as being the first named female practitioner of this
discipline in recorded history. One ancient Egyptian work on this discipline begins by giving a systematic
description of different types of snakes. That work is the Brooklyn Papyrus. The Edwin Smith (*) Papyrus is often
praised for its rational, modern approach to this discipline. A text on this discipline for women recommends women to
fumigate their body using oils and was found in El Lahun workmen’s village. Two thousand years after his death, Imhotep
became the god of this discipline. For 10 points, name this discipline, whose papyruses explain the remedies to various
ailments and the working of the human body.
ANSWER: medicine [accept anatomy, accept healing, anti-prompt on gynecology on the El Lahun/Kahun papyrus
clues]
<Other, MB>

This god was said to possess a temple composed of carnelian that sat atop of the mythical Mount Bakhu that
existed at the horizon. This god’s association with procreation is emphasized by a pyramid text that portrays Unas
in the form of this deity who has the ability to take away women from their husbands whenever he wants. A temple
dedicated to this deity and his consort, Renenutet, was constructed by Amenemhat III and Amenemhat IV at
Medinet Madi. A sacred animal associated with this god known as the (*) Petsuchos was revered at this deity’s cult
center in the Faiyum. The double temple at Kom Ombo was primarily dedicated to both Horus and this deity. The first fish
trap was invented by this deity in order to retrieve the hands of Horus from a river. The Nile River was created from this
god’s sweat. For 10 points, name this deity, a son of Neith who possessed the head of a crocodile.
ANSWER: Sobek
<Mythology, KT>

In 2013, archeologists excavating the Israeli site of Tel Hazor discovered the paws of a sphinx which bore an
inscription associating it with this ruler. A legend about this ruler claims that he lit lamps to make night into day in
order to disprove a claim by the Oracle of Buto that he would die in six years. Herodotus records that this ruler
buried his only daughter within a hollow wooden cow. An unfinished greywacke sculpture which likely depicts this
ruler and his wife, Queen Khamerernebty II, shows the queen embracing the pharaoh and grasping his arm as
they both stride forward with their left feet. A triad greywacke sculpture depicting this ruler shows him flanked by
the deified (*) Hare nome and Hathor. An attempt to destroy this ruler’s pyramid by Al-Aziz Uthman ended in failure, but
left a large gash in the pyramid. For 10 points, name this 4th dynasty pharaoh who likely succeeded Khafre and
constructed the smallest of the three pyramids at Giza.
ANSWER: Menkaure [or Menkaura or Mycerinus or Mykerinos or Menkheres]
<Predynastic/Old Kingdom, KT> (Herodotus records how Menkarue believed that by turning night into day, he would
instead live 12 years rather than 6)



Ankhmakis rebelled during the reign of this ruler with the assistance of the ruler of Meroe, leading this ruler to
scratch out the names of the Meroitic kings in Upper Egypt. After defeating that rebellion, this ruler created the
post of epistrategos to help rule upper Egypt, a position he appointed to his general Comanus. The regent
Agothocles was suspected of murdering this rulers mother Arsinoe, leading to a mob uprising in Alexandria killing
Aothocles and replacing him with Telpolemus, who would himself quickly be replaced by Aristomenes at the start
of the fifth Syrian war. This ruler’s victory at Lycopolis was celebrated in a ptolemaic decree whose stelae was later
used as a foundation for a (*) mameluke fortress near Rashid until being rediscovered by Pierre-Francious Bouchard.
For 10 points, name this pharaoh whose 196 BCE. ascension was followed with the decree of Memphis, which was
inscribed on the Rosetta Stone.
ANSWER: Ptolemy V Epiphanes
<Post-New Kingdom, MB>

In The blinding of Truth by Falsehood, Gereg attempts to have Maat devoured by these animals. An Egyptian god
associated with these animals may have been influenced by the Kushite god Apedemak, who is depicted as having
the head of these creatures. That Egyptian god associated with these creatures fights Apep during the Solar
Barques journey through the underworld and is named Maahes. The primordial god (*) Shu is associated with these
animals, and is sometimes depicted with this animal's head when his fighter aspect is invoked or when he is combined
with Anhur. One goddess associated with these animals almost destroys humanity until she is tricked using blood colored
wine. For 10 points, name these creatures, which are represented by goddesses like Bastet and Sekhmet.
ANSWER: lions [accept lionesses]
<Mythology, MB>

This complex contains the tombs of six royal ladies who are each referred to as the “sole favorite of the king.”
Howard Carter’s horse names an underground chamber within this complex that contained a dark-skinned seated
statue of a ruler wearing a knee-length heb-sed festival robe. A courtyard of sycamore and tamarisk trees
contained the starting point for this complex’s causeway that was decorated with red and white-crowned statues of
the pharaoh in the guise of Osiris; the earliest known instance of this practice. The bodies of sixty soldiers who died
during an invasion of (*) Lower Egypt were buried close to this complex within the Tomb of the Warriors. During his
1903-1907 excavation of this complex, Edouard Naville proposed a controversial theory regarding the presence of a small
pyramid within this complex’s ambulatory. For 10 points, Hatshepsut mortuary temple was inspired by what neighboring
Deir-el Bahri mortuary complex for an 11th Dynasty pharaoh who unified Egypt?
ANSWER: Mortuary Temple of Mentuhotep II [accept Mortuary Complex in place of Temple; accept Montuhotep II
or Nebhepetre Mentuhotep or Nebhepetre Montuhotep in place of Mentuhotep II; prompt on Deir-el Bahri prior to
mention]
<Arts, KT>

Stick versions of these objects were placed in above ground cult chapels in Thebes, and likely represented friends
or family members of the deceased. Some Egyptologists argue that retainer sacrifices dwindled because of the
implementation of these objects in funerary practices. A spell often inscribed on these objects was first written on
the Deir El-Bersha coffins, and would later become known as spell 472 of the coffin texts. These objects were also
often inscribed with the name of the deceased and a spell from the (*) sixth chapter of the book of the dead. These
small figures were often given hoes and grain baskets to emphasize their agricultural function, and often appeared with
crossed arms. For 10 points, name these funerary figurines that were meant to act as servants to the deceased.
ANSWER: ushabti [or shabti]
<Other: Mixed, MB>

A battle between Thutmose III and a coalition led by the king of this city saw the first use of the composite bow
and the first body count in recorded history. Before that battle, Thutmose III had led his army through the Aruna



mountain pass, which allowed him to drive a coalition led by the king of this city into the city of Meggido. Seti I
briefly captured Amaru and this city, though they would both be retaken by king Mursili II. The most famous
battle named for this city is recorded in the Poem of Pentaur. Before a battle in this city began, two nomads
attempted to trick a pharaoh into believing his enemy was in (*) Aleppo. The amun division was personally led by the
pharaoh in counter attacks during a battle named for this city. For 10 points, name this city, the namesake of the largest
chariot battle in history which also led to the first peace treaty in recorded history, between Rameses II and the Hittites.
ANSWER: Kadesh [or Qadesh]
<New Kingdom, MB>

This man used facial features to assign the racial origins of 57 terracotta heads that he had collected from
Memphis. A headstone engraved with an ankh within a Mount Zion cemetery marks the resting place of this man’s
headless body. In his lecture Migrations, this man used a eugenic analysis of both real skulls and sculpturally
depicted skulls to suggest that a Mesopotamian “dynastic race” supplanted Egypt’s indgenous population during
the Predynastic period. This man mistakenly identified Tell el-Hasi as the biblical city of Lachish. Cross-Lined and
Wavy-Handled are two of the nine predynastic (*) pottery classes this archeologist developed as part of his “sequence
dating” method. A stela unearthed by this archaeologist at Thebes, which details a pharaoh's campaigns in Libya and
Canaan, also contains the earliest known reference to “Israel.” This first chair of Egyptology in the UK and his assistant,
Howard Carter, worked on an early 1890s excavation of the Great Temple of Aten in Amarna. For 10 points, name this
eugenics-supporting egyptologist who uncovered the Merneptah Stelae.
ANSWER: Flinders Petrie [accept Sir William Matthews Flinders Petrie] (Flinders Petrie donated his head to science,
but was lost after the jar containing it had its label fall off. It was rediscovered and is currently held at the Royal College
of Surgeons; The Dynastic Race Theory is an outdated theory)
<Mixed, KT>

After its removal from the Egyptian Museum of Berlin in 1939, this object was stored in a Thüringia salt mine to
protect it from museum bombings during WWII. Dietrich Wildung was banned from further exploration of Egypt
after he defended this artifact’s use in an art piece for the Venice Biennale by Hungarian art duo Little Warsaw in
which they placed it atop a nude bronze body. A book by Camille Paglia contrasts this object with the Venus of
Willendorf, and its cover juxtaposes it with Emily (*) Dickinson’s face. This artifact, currently housed at the Neues
Museum in Berlin, was discovered in the workshop of the sculptor Thutmose by Ludwig Borchardt. This object’s
elongated neck is characteristic of art of the Amarna period, and it is missing a piece of black quartz in its left eye. For 10
points, name this sculpture depicting the head of the wife of Akhenaten.
ANSWER: bust of Nefertiti
<Arts, EG>

The god Nehebkau became immune to harmful magic, fire, and water after he swallowed seven of these creatures.
In his namesake stela, the draftsmen Neferabu begs a deity with the head of this creature to cure him of his
blindness. That goddess who guarded the Theban Necropolis and was the patron of the workmen at Deir-El
Medina is Meretseger. The Phakussa Stela records how a lock of Ra’s hair heals an injury inflicted on Geb by one
of these creatures. The Book of Gates tells of fire-spitting examples of these creatures which guard the hour-named
gates of the Duat. Along with the (*) vulture Nekhbet, a goddess with the head of this animal was one of the “Two
Ladies” and was the patron of Lower Egypt. One of these animals is often depicted above the head of Ra where it
encircles a sun disk. Both Renenutet and Wadjet were depicted with the head of this animal whose form is also
represented in depictions of the Uraeus. For 10 points, the funeral mask of Tutankhamun depicts what serpent that is seen
reared up with a flared hood.
ANSWER: cobra [accept Naja, true cobras, spitting cobra, Egyptian Cobra, prompt on snake by asking “what general
species”; accept Uraeus or Uraei prior to the former’s mention; do not accept or prompt on king cobra or ringhals]
<Mythology, KT>



X-ray diffraction of crystals found in a sample of this substance named PTAH_1 revealed their primary
composition of sodium carbonate in the trona phase. Two jars from the tomb of the 1st Dynasty’s King Hor-Aha
have inscriptions indicating they contained this substance from Upper and Lower Egypt. Chemical analysis of this
substance may have provided the first direct evidence of Brucella melitensis infection in ancient Egypt. Jars of this
substance found in a Saqqara tomb were determined to be (*) acid-coagulated fresh types, similar to the Turkish
çökelek and lor varieties. Pots found used in making this substance are similar to modern pots used to make another type
of it called mish. The tomb of Ptahmes was the site of a 2018 discovery of the most ancient sample of this foodstuff,
which in Egypt, was likely made of sheep or goat milk. For 10 points, name this foodstuff made of coagulated milk solids.
ANSWER: cheese
<Mixed, EG>


